The intensity of breast cancer patients' relationships with their surgeons after the first meeting: Evidence that relationships are not 'built' but arise from attachment processes.
Cancer clinicians are exhorted to build clinical relationships with their patients over time using patient-centred communication skills. An alternative view is that patients' sense of relationship is a response to clinicians' expertise and authority and therefore is normally present from the start. We measured the intensity of breast cancer patients' sense of relationship with their surgeon after their first brief, diagnostically focused meeting in order to compare it with published reports from patients in other types and stages of clinical relationship. Women (N = 133) over 18 years old and due to undergo surgery for primary breast cancer were recruited consecutively from pre-operative clinics. Patients reported the intensity of their relationship with the surgeon on a standardised questionnaire (Working Alliance Inventory). We compared their ratings with published reports over the last 15 years, in which patients in other types of clinical relationship completed the same questionnaire. Patients' alliance with their surgeons was very high (mean 6.13, 95% CI: 5.99, 6.27, on a 1-7 scale), and at 90(th) percentile when compared with scores from other settings, including those characterized by many hours of talk addressing patients' emotional needs. Patients with breast cancer feel an intense sense of relationship with the surgeon from the first meeting, consistent with the view that their sense of relationship arises primarily from their recognition of the surgeon's expertise and authority. The challenge for surgeons is therefore not usually to 'build a relationship' but to support the sense of relationship that patients have from the start.